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Key Points: 12 

• Knowledge co-production used to map systems for sustainability assessment at the 13 

local scale 14 

• Local scale co-produced systems mapping resulted in a stronger focus on societal 15 

elements than generally observed at larger scales 16 

• Reflection identified strengths and weaknesses of the process, and facilitated 17 

understanding of the co-production types and modes involved 18 

  19 



Abstract 20 

The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) encompass environmental, social, and 21 

economic dimensions which are linked to the characteristics of place and have a strong local 22 

dimension. They are interconnected at local scales in complex ways which makes progress 23 

towards them difficult to predict. To understand how these interconnections play out at the 24 

local scale, we used knowledge co-production to undertake systems mapping for the purpose 25 

of sustainability assessment framed by the SDGs. We partnered with a local community in 26 

Australia as our co-production case study, with a multi-stage engagement process to 27 

understand how they interpreted sustainability, and their vision for a sustainable community. 28 

We found that co-developing a map of the local system with participants can elicit far more 29 

societal interconnections between the SDGs than might be expected without knowledge co-30 

production, as the participants viewed the system through a social lens. Issues from the social 31 

dimension of sustainability, in particular, were intensely local in origin and effect which 32 

suggests that attempts to represent them at national or global scales are unlikely to succeed. 33 

We teased out the interconnections between societal and non-societal issues with local 34 

knowledge, which enhanced the ability to identify effective actions to tackle broader 35 

sustainability problems. Our results demonstrate that knowledge co-production can improve 36 

understanding of what sustainability is at the local scale and how it can be achieved, enabling 37 

the transformative change required to achieve the SDGs. 38 

 39 

Plain Language Summary 40 

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a United Nations agenda to guide nations to 41 

achieve sustainability. To help nations reach the goals, we also need action from cities, 42 

businesses, and communities. The SDGs interact in complicated ways and sustainability 43 

assessment is used to understand the best ways to achieve them without too many negative 44 



side-effects. We worked with a regional community in Australia to learn what sustainability 45 

means to them and what they believe they need to reach a sustainable future. We discovered 46 

that by working collaboratively with the people in the community to understand how their 47 

town works – looking at it from social, economic, and environmental perspectives – we 48 

learned much more about the important social factors in their community than if we hadn’t 49 

worked with them. This is a positive outcome because these factors are often missed or left 50 

out in sustainability assessment. The assessment is more representative of how the 51 

community functions as a result. Overall we have a clearer understanding of the causes of 52 

problems in the local context, which means we can test different actions to fix those problems 53 

and help the town become more sustainable. 54 

 55 

1 Introduction 56 

Sustainable development is by nature an integrated, multidimensional endeavour. Typically, we 57 

codify the dimensions of sustainability to be environment, society, and economy, and the UN 58 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are built upon these dimensions (UN, 2015). Sustainable 59 

development demands the balancing of these dimensions such that meeting current human needs does 60 

not compromise the environment’s capacity to meet the needs of future generations (The World 61 

Commission on Environment and Development, 1987), meaning that human-natural systems are 62 

strongly intertwined and cannot be decoupled (Folke et al., 2016). Beyond this we must also recognise 63 

that human-natural systems are diverse and multifaceted and there is no one-size-fits-all approach for 64 

achieving sustainable development (Moallemi et al., 2019). Representing human-natural systems for 65 

sustainability assessment requires tools that can support integration between interacting sectors, and 66 

cover multiple dimensions and scales. Additionally, it is now generally understood that societal 67 

transformation will be required to achieve a sustainable future (Leach et al., 2012; Bennett et al., 68 

2019), and such transformation is best facilitated through knowledge co-production (Wyborn et al., 69 

2019; Chambers et al., 2022).   70 



 71 

Co-production refers to the way in which knowledge is collaboratively generated with a range of 72 

diverse participants and incorporating multiple knowledge systems. It is a process which is inherently 73 

political, as it requires the interaction of people who may all have differing perspectives upon the 74 

problem at hand (Forsyth, 2002). It is also something which should be approached with an 75 

understanding of power relations (Turnhout et al., 2020) and the positionality or perspective of 76 

participants (Holmes, 2020; Secules et al., 2021). Norström et al. (2020) proposed four principles for 77 

knowledge co-production: that it is context-based, pluralistic, goal-oriented, and interactive. The 78 

modes of co-production for sustainability have been explored with reference to how the process 79 

approaches problems, agency, and interacting with power, and the desired outcome of the process 80 

(Chambers et al., 2021). Bandola-Gill et al., (2022) examined the approaches taken by different 81 

disciplines, and a key conclusion from their work is that more inclusive forms of co-production seek 82 

to expand the boundary of who is considered a knowledge-producer. Fleming et al., (2023) defined 83 

three separate activities on the spectrum of co-production – co-design, co-development, and co-84 

delivery. This delineation of activities assists with defining roles for co-production practice. 85 

Moallemi, de Haan, et al. (2021) developed a framework to encourage co-production practices in 86 

sustainability science, and Chambers et al. (2022) explored the variation in co-production for 87 

sustainability. These two papers explore the practical side of knowledge co-production for 88 

sustainability and examine the potential benefits and challenges, as well as the contexts in which co-89 

production might be applied. 90 

 91 

Sustainability assessment is used to assist with decision making, which evaluates whether 92 

sustainability actions are achieving their intended outcomes (Hacking and Guthrie, 2008). Approaches 93 

to sustainability assessment include multi-criteria analysis (Kain and Söderberg, 2008), indicators and 94 

indices, life cycle assessment, and integrated methods including conceptual modelling, systems 95 

modelling, and scenario modelling (Ness et al., 2007) which can incorporate complex interactions 96 

such as trade-offs, uncertainty, feedbacks, and pluralism (Bond et al., 2012). In the era of the SDGs, 97 

global and national ex ante sustainability assessment is often performed through integrated assessment 98 



modelling of scenarios (Allen et al., 2017; Soergel et al., 2021; Moallemi et al., 2022), although the 99 

models and scenarios currently used for this are not without their limitations (Soergel et al., 2021; 100 

Moallemi et al., 2022). These ex ante approaches are rarely used at the local scale for many reasons 101 

including the challenge of understanding heterogeneities on the ground (van Soest et al., 2019), the 102 

difficulty of customising complex models for local case studies (Verburg et al., 2016), and a 103 

(misguided) sense that the impact at the local scale is less of a concern (Easterling, 1997). One of the 104 

principal methods used by local governments to assess progress toward SDG achievement involves 105 

evaluation of existing policy against SDG indicators (e.g., City of Melbourne, 2022). This reduces the 106 

idea of sustainability achievement to a post-hoc box-ticking exercise and does not necessarily address 107 

planning toward the type of ambitious transformative change that will be required (Randers et al., 108 

2019). Sustainability is a discipline which is defined by the interconnection of human-natural systems, 109 

and systems modelling is an approach which has the capability to explore this (Moallemi, Bertone, et 110 

al., 2021). There is an opportunity to extend these ex ante assessment approaches, such as systems 111 

mapping and modelling, to the local scale to expand the means by which sustainability can be 112 

assessed. 113 

 114 

The transformative change needed to achieve the SDGs must occur at a global scale driven by 115 

national governments, however the action to achieve this change will happen at the local scale (Hajer 116 

et al., 2015; Bai et al., 2016; Moallemi et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2019). There are those who seek to 117 

counter this argument; who state that local and global sustainability cannot be achieved concurrently 118 

(Voinov and Farley, 2007), however other studies refute this position. Ostrom (2010; 2012) posits the 119 

role of polycentrism in global change and argues against delaying local action while we wait for 120 

global agreements to be reached. In China, regional sustainability initiatives improved sustainability 121 

both at the regional and national scales (Xu et al., 2020). Kanter et al., (2018) examined agricultural 122 

trade-offs in the context of the SDGs and concluded that decision contexts are intensely local and the 123 

choice of measurement indicator should reflect the spatial scale. An examination of SDG localisation 124 

in Europe and the UK found that localisation initiatives were occurring without regard for, or 125 

coordination by, government, and that as a result, monitoring and measurement was unlikely to occur 126 



by a formal process (Jones and Comfort, 2020). As with many discussions concerning sustainability 127 

there are a plurality of views and realities, and we acknowledge there is a danger that local 128 

sustainability can come at the expense of the sustainability of other regions. However this points to 129 

the need for greater effort in integrating sustainability within and between scales, rather than 130 

abandoning local sustainability (Liu, 2017; Purvis et al., 2021). The idea of local scale sustainability is 131 

also tightly linked to the motivations for co-production (Wyborn et al., 2019), with a desire for local 132 

context, pluralism, and participation. 133 

 134 

We seek to link these three concepts: co-production, SDG assessment, and local scale. By using 135 

knowledge co-production, researchers and participants can develop a shared understanding of 136 

transformation required to achieve the SDGs at the local scale. Using Norström’s (2020) four 137 

principles, we see co-production linked to SDG assessment and the local scale in the following ways:  138 

• Context-based: to ensure local context is incorporated, localisation of the SDGs is key 139 

(Moallemi et al., 2019).  140 

• Pluralistic: a collaboration between researchers and partners achieves pluralism, with the 141 

understanding that co-production partners represent a diversity of knowledge and expertise 142 

with intersectoral lived experience (Cooke et al., 2021; Zurba et al., 2021).  143 

• Goal-oriented: to collaboratively find pathways to the SDGs through identifying and 144 

fostering local solutions for sustainability (Beck and Forsyth, 2020). 145 

•  Interactive: to encourage participation with a range of active engagements (Basco-Carrera et 146 

al., 2017; Voinov et al., 2018).  147 

Then through an ex ante assessment via systems mapping (and eventually modelling), we can assess 148 

which solutions will allow progress to those goals. Transformative change consistent with local values 149 

should be the real purpose behind sustainability assessment and action to achieve the SDGs at the 150 

local scale.  151 

 152 



In this paper, we describe our process of co-produced systems mapping for sustainability assessment 153 

with a local community of a regional town in southern Australia. As part of an iterative process of 154 

model development, we used participatory system mapping techniques with open participation for the 155 

community to describe their understanding of the interconnections between sectors. Because our work 156 

is grounded in the philosophy that sustainability is best achieved, and most likely to be successful, 157 

through participation of stakeholders who will be most affected by it, we used knowledge co-158 

production to develop our understanding of the system. In line with the conclusion from Bandola-Gill 159 

et al., (2022) noted above, we expanded the definition of who was considered an expert to include all 160 

participants in our co-production engagements, with the justification that those with lived experience 161 

of the system were its expert knowledge holders. In this way, the development of the systems map 162 

was driven by the community, ensuring that we captured what mattered most to them. The purpose of 163 

the systems map is to inform the design of a systems model to assist with decision-making for local 164 

sustainability through quantifying pathways to achieve co-produced sustainability ambitions, framed 165 

by the SDGs. Here we describe our co-production approach and the methods that we used to co-166 

develop the systems map. We discuss the implications of our results in the context of three research 167 

gaps that Moallemi, Bertone, et al. (2021) found in their review of systems modelling for the SDGs at 168 

the local scale: that ‘societal’ SDGs require greater consideration in modelling; stakeholder 169 

participation was infrequently reported in case studies; and community-level modelling has not been 170 

widely used. To conclude, we reflect on how our process of knowledge co-production aligns with the 171 

modes of co-production identified by Chambers et al. (2021) and with the forms of co-production 172 

expressed by Bandola-Gill et al. (2022), and the implications for sustainable development. 173 

2 Methods 174 

2.1 Understanding the case study 175 

Our local case study is the town of Forrest, located in the Otways region of Victoria in south-eastern 176 

Australia. The Traditional Owners of the land are the Eastern Maar. At the 2021 census there was a 177 

population of 257 people, and the town is a post-logging community with some agricultural activity, 178 

in transition to tourism and potentially other sectors. Forrest is historically a low socioeconomic status 179 



community, and while that has improved in recent years with the reinvigoration of the local economy 180 

due to tourism, entrenched disadvantage persists (Colac Otway Shire, 2021: 17–18; S1). Forrest is 181 

located on the edge of the Great Otway National Park and straddles two different bioregions: the 182 

Otway Plain bioregion, characterised by grassy plains and open woodland; and the Otway Ranges 183 

bioregion, predominantly wet forest and temperate rainforest ecosystems (Figure 1). This proximity to 184 

the protected areas of the national park makes it a desirable location for tourism and for nature-loving 185 

residents, while the grassy plains make for suitable agricultural land. However, the nearby national 186 

park contributes to the area’s very high bushfire risk profile.  187 

 188 

Figure 1: A map of the case study area. The two bioregions of Otway Plain and Otway Ranges 189 

are indicated in purple and green respectively. The township of Forrest is highlighted in yellow. 190 

There are two inset maps indicating the case study location in context of the state of Victoria 191 

(top) and the country of Australia (bottom). 192 

 193 

2.1.1 Project background 194 

The broad remit of the project of which this systems mapping study was a part was to find pathways 195 

to the SDGs at the local scale. University researchers partnered with those who live in the community 196 

of Forrest, auspiced by the Forrest and District Community Group (FDCG) who were seeking to 197 

improve the resilience of the township to climate change. The project was co-funded by a 198 



philanthropic organisation, the university, and FDCG, and the project proposal was co-designed by 199 

the latter two. The research team consisted of one principal investigator, two academic researchers, 200 

one practitioner (who is an expert in community engagement, with existing relationships with 201 

Forrest), and one member of the Forrest community (who liaised with FDCG). 202 

 203 

Early in the project’s inception, a participatory scenario modelling-based approach was decided upon 204 

by the academic partners to explore the pathways to the SDGs, for reasons outlined in section 1. We 205 

framed our research by identifying, with the community, which SDGs were important for the future of 206 

Forrest and finding locally specific actions that would help achieve those SDGs. The community 207 

chose the subset of local SDGs of greatest relevance to them through a combination of polling and 208 

facilitated discussion. Researchers contributed knowledge to SDG selection through a desktop review, 209 

but this did not substantially alter the choices made by the community. Community-identified actions 210 

for their sustainable future were synthesised into a community sustainability plan which was co-211 

authored, contributed to, and reviewed by self-nominated community members (Szetey et al., 2020). 212 

The actions were embedded into a system dynamics model (Sterman, 2001) as levers for interventions 213 

that could be switched on or off, allowing model simulations to examine outcomes with and without 214 

interventions. The model itself was co-developed, based on local community knowledge, and it 215 

described the system of Forrest with multiple interacting sectors. The academic researcher partners 216 

created the quantitative model, however the community partners provided conceptual and qualitative 217 

systems mapping to support the quantitative model (as described in this paper). The model is intended 218 

to improve understanding of how actions will impact the functioning of the system, as well as whether 219 

the actions will achieve the desired outcomes of achieving the SDGs at the local scale. The work of 220 

the academic research partners contributed by quantifying the potential benefits and identifying trade-221 

offs that might not have been foreseen. The boundary of the research was to define the potential 222 

actions and assess their ability to achieve sustainability at the local scale, rather than to see the actions 223 

through to implementation. 224 

 225 



2.1.2 Knowledge co-production for sustainability 226 

A widely used definition of sustainability comes from the Bruntland Report definition of sustainable 227 

development, which was expressed as “development that meets the needs of the present without 228 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (The World Commission on 229 

Environment and Development, 1987: 42). In this definition, the Brundtland report authors represent 230 

that sustainable development requires the transformation of human systems (i.e., society and the 231 

economy) to satisfy human needs – with the eradication of inequality given priority – while not 232 

endangering natural systems that support us. The Sustainable Development Goals build on this 233 

definition by stimulating action for sustainable development for “people, planet, and prosperity”, 234 

which are the alliterative equivalent to the three commonly accepted pillars of sustainability: society, 235 

environment, and economy, respectively (Purvis et al., 2019). We acknowledge the tension which 236 

exists within the sustainability community regarding various definitions and understandings of 237 

sustainability and sustainable development (Ruggerio, 2021) but for this study we used the framework 238 

of the SDGs at goal level (i.e., not targets or indicators), interpreted by the community.  239 

 240 

Using the Co-3D framework (Fleming et al., 2023), this research project employed the first two stages 241 

of the framework, co-design (where the objectives, activities, and scope of the project were designed 242 

collaboratively), and co-development (where the activities and knowledge co-production is carried 243 

out). Further, we refer to engagement activities (or simply activities) in the following sections, which 244 

were structured events (boundary objects) where the research team engaged in co-production with the 245 

community, and participants, who were those who participated in the activities. In line with the 246 

observation by Bandola-Gill et al., (2022) that inclusiveness may be increased by expanding the 247 

boundary of those considered knowledge-producers, we defined those who lived in the township of 248 

Forrest to be our knowledge domain experts. 249 

 250 

To understand the local context and learn what was important (and not important) for local 251 

sustainability in the case study, we undertook a range of engagement activities with the community 252 



(Figure 2). We chose a set of participatory approaches using the framework developed by Moallemi, 253 

de Haan, et al. (2021). Implementing the framework found that with the requirements of the case 254 

study, Open Space (Martin et al., 2018) and Facilitation (Bohunovsky et al., 2011) methods would be 255 

the most suitable. Open Space refers to methods which bring people together in a facilitated manner to 256 

reach a shared understanding, and Facilitation is a similar approach but with greater structure, such as 257 

workshops. Our participatory methods were co-designed by two academic researchers, one 258 

practitioner who is an expert in community engagement, and one member of the Forrest community 259 

(who was born and raised in Forrest and is now raising a family there). Except for the events which 260 

were attended by invitation (the kitchen table discussion and semi-structured interviews), participation 261 

was open to anyone in the community, including children. The most recent census data indicates that 262 

1.6% of Forrest’s population self-describe as Indigenous, however we did not collect information 263 

regarding identity (of any sort) from participants. We advertised the activities through flyers posted in 264 

high traffic areas around the town, by word-of-mouth facilitated by the community-based researcher 265 

and members of the FDCG, on social media, and via the local newspaper. 266 



 267 

Figure 2: The process of co-production. Bidirectional arrows indicate iteration. The circular 268 

arrow on Map system interactions indicates that this was iterative. The arrow on the right 269 

indicates the timeline of activities. 270 

 271 

The activities in Forrest intentionally began broadly, introducing the community to the SDGs at a 272 

superficial level (i.e., goal names) and discovering which of those were most important for Forrest – 273 

we called these local SDGs. Subsequent activities became more targeted, further eliciting details 274 

about what was important to the community with respect to each local SDG. These engagement 275 

activities have been discussed extensively in previous work (Szetey et al., 2021a; Szetey et al., 276 

2021b), but we provide an overview of them below. We describe ‘breaks’ between the activities, 277 

which were intentionally planned as part of the sequence of engagement activities for two reasons. 278 

Firstly, the activities all built upon the preceding ones, so these breaks gave the research team an 279 

opportunity to consolidate what had been learned and incorporate this knowledge into the next 280 

activity. Secondly, we wanted to provide enough of a break for the participants to avoid participation 281 

fatigue but not forget what had occurred at the previous activity. 282 

 283 



The research team met regularly before and after each activity to plan and reflect. As part of our initial 284 

planning sessions, we defined the project parameters (negotiables and non-negotiables for the 285 

research team); performed relationship mapping of other projects underway in Forrest at the time, and 286 

stakeholder mapping using an interest-influence matrix (Reed et al., 2009); and sketched out our 287 

preliminary engagement plan, nominating key statements and key questions for each stage. These 288 

statements and questions are noted in sequence below. This extensive range of engagement activities 289 

provided the research team with a good understanding of the issues, challenges, and boundary of the 290 

system, in Forrest. 291 

 292 

The first three activities occurred at the same stage in the engagement sequence. The key statement 293 

for these activities was: “This is the SDG project.” The key question was “What are the topics of most 294 

relevance for Forrest?” 295 

Listening Post: We had 55 participants in this activity, approximately one-fifth of the town’s 296 

population. This, our initial activity with the community, was an informal engagement in which we 297 

set up tables and a marquee beside the township’s general store on two mornings. The reasoning was 298 

to hold the activity in a location in which people would already be present rather than require 299 

participants to visit the researchers in a predefined location (Szetey et al., 2021a). Our purpose was to 300 

familiarise the community with the SDGs, which were displayed on posters, and understand what 301 

broad issues concerned them. We motivated this by asking “we would like to know what you think is 302 

important for the future of Forrest.” The research team engaged in conversation with any passers-by 303 

who stopped to enquire what we were doing; a useful strategy was for the community-based 304 

researcher (with established local relationships) to initiate conversation and then hand off to an 305 

academic partner to fill in details about the project. Additionally, we conducted a poll for participants 306 

to vote for the SDGs that they believed were most important to the future of their community. Each 307 

participant received three votes, and weighting was permitted so multiple votes could be allocated to 308 

one SDG. We also collected information via free-form text, either written on a board or contributed 309 

via one-on-one discussion with a researcher.  310 



Kitchen Table Discussion: To understand a more nuanced and detailed view of community concerns, 311 

we conducted two facilitated Kitchen Table Discussions (van Hees et al., 2020) with community 312 

experts. The facilitator was the practitioner member of the research team. The eight participants for 313 

the first session were selected by a community-based researcher as having diverse experiences and 314 

included farmers, local business owners, and government employees. The second group consisted of 315 

seven members of the Forrest and District Community Group, the partnering organisation for the 316 

research project. There was no overlap in participants between the two groups to ensure a wide range 317 

of views from different members of the community. The participants were selected after the research 318 

team had mapped stakeholders and identified that there were a group of five influential residents in 319 

Forrest whose buy-in would be important for the research project to have impact in the community. 320 

These were included in the Kitchen Table Discussions, along with others selected by the community-321 

based researcher. The discussion covered questions such as what the participants liked best about 322 

Forrest; what challenges and threats face the community; and how inequality affects Forrest. 323 

Semi-structured interviews: To gain an understanding of how external stakeholders (i.e., not local 324 

residents) see community priorities, we interviewed three local government officials. The questions 325 

asked were intended to elicit in what capacity the officials worked with Forrest and its residents, what 326 

issues and challenges Forrest was facing now and into the future, and whether they felt our research 327 

project would need key actions to achieve its aims. 328 

 329 

The key statements for the next activity were: “These are the themes”, “These are the SDGs of most 330 

interest”, and “These are the issues of concern”. The key questions were “What should the Forrest 331 

Plan look like?”, “How do the themes translate into a plan?”, “Who might drive the plan?” “How to 332 

resolve the dichotomies, e.g., development vs uniqueness, land prices vs holiday houses?”, and “Have 333 

we missed anything?” 334 

Open House: There were 23 people registered as participating in this activity, which is 10% of the 335 

town’s population (some unregistered participants may have provided input but due to the nature of 336 

this event we were not able to capture that information). During a one-month break from the previous 337 

activities, we collated the information we had gathered into broad themes, such as town character, 338 



housing, employment and economy, threats, infrastructure, and food security. We created posters for 339 

each theme using local images and text quotes from the listening post and kitchen table discussion 340 

activities, and these were hung in the community hall over the course of two days where the residents 341 

could visit and provide feedback through conversation or in writing (DELWP, 2014). The timing of 342 

this activity was aligned with a community event already taking place in the town to maximise 343 

participation. 344 

 345 

The key statements for the workshop was “This is what we’ve heard”, and the key question was 346 

“What is the vision?” 347 

Visioning and Ideas workshop: There were 16 participants at this workshop. After a further month’s 348 

break following the Open House, we conducted a Visioning and Ideas workshop (Nam, 2013) to elicit 349 

a vision of a sustainable and thriving community. The facilitator (the practitioner researcher) verbally 350 

took the participants on a guided visualisation of a hypothetical walk through the town in 2030, and 351 

the participants imagined what changes they saw and wrote them down. These visions were then 352 

assembled into a mock newspaper template with participants working in groups, which were then 353 

shared with the larger group. The groups then discussed how they would achieve their vision and what 354 

tensions they could see that might inhibit that progress.  355 

 356 

Community Plan development: During a period of extensive local pandemic lockdowns in 2020, the 357 

researchers synthesised all the information collected through the preceding activities, as well as 358 

additional engagement activities that the community had participated in over the preceding five years, 359 

into a community plan. These additional activities were not part of the study described here, but 360 

instead linked to local and state government projects (see Szetey et al., 2020). This plan detailed 361 

specific actions that the community had expressed as critical for town development (mainly 362 

infrastructure), as well as taking a snapshot of the state of community life in Forrest at the time. It also 363 

extended on the themes identified in the Open House and nominated ten key drivers of change, 364 

including population and demographics, housing, inequality, local economy, transport and 365 

connectivity, and climate change. The document underwent three rounds of expert review, twice by 366 



the community and once by non-resident stakeholders. The research team equated this expert review 367 

to the peer review process for academic research. 368 

 369 

2.2 Understanding the system 370 

2.2.1 Defining the system boundary 371 

A co-produced output of these engagement activities was the definition of the system boundary, that 372 

is, the sectors within the community and township of Forrest which were of most concern to local 373 

residents. In particular, the key driving forces detailed in the community plan defined each system 374 

sector (e.g., population and demographics equated to the demographic sector; transport and 375 

connectivity to the transport and telecommunications sectors). This was the conceptual boundary for 376 

the system; the spatial boundary was limited to the township of Forrest; and the temporal boundary 377 

was specified as the time at which the system was examined (i.e., around 2020). 378 

 379 

Having outlined this boundary, the research team developed our understanding of the sectors in 380 

greater detail using the method described by Sterman (2001) for problem articulation and 381 

constructing dynamic hypotheses. This process entails defining the problems that the community 382 

expressed throughout the engagement activities, and then constructing a hypothesis to explain how 383 

that problem arose and the contributing factors. This facilitates understanding of causal relationships 384 

of processes in the real world. Sterman (2001b) expressed that the hypotheses were considered 385 

“dynamic” because they are intended to describe the dynamics, or forces which induce change, of the 386 

problems. For many of the problems identified with our co-production partners, significant 387 

contribution was also made by them towards the formulation of the hypotheses. For example, housing 388 

availability and affordability was identified as a problem, and tourism was hypothesised to be a 389 

contributing factor to the issue of housing supply and high house prices. However this was not the 390 

only factor so an emerging understanding of the system on the part of the researchers was able to 391 

extend and link the local knowledge provided by the community in a collaborative manner, which 392 

enhanced the overall result. 393 



2.2.2 Mapping system interactions 394 

To improve the understanding of the system through co-production, we conducted a participatory 395 

systems mapping workshop (Sedlacko et al., 2014) in which the participants could design and define 396 

the interconnections between the system sectors. Unlike Sedlacko’s et al., (2014) work, ours was not 397 

intended to map the system using causal loop diagrams, but instead elicit the ways in which the 398 

different sectors of the system interacted. The purpose underlying this strategy was to explore how 399 

interconnections can identified and mapped, considering the emphasis on interactions between 400 

different SDGs in research (Alcamo et al., 2020; Anderson et al., 2021; Bandari et al., 2021), and in 401 

light of the finding by Moallemi, Bertone, et al., (2021) that there are few published examples 402 

examining SDG interactions in systems modelling. 403 

 404 

In the workshop, we introduced the participants to the idea of a system, how parts of a system are 405 

connected, and how perturbations in one part of a system can have spillover effects into other parts. 406 

We explained to them the conceptualisation of Forrest as a system and invited them to consider how 407 

the different sectors of the Forrest system interact with each other. To facilitate this process, we 408 

displayed large posters, one for each sector of the Forrest system. The posters had the name of the 409 

sector of interest in the centre, with all the other sectors surrounding it radially around the edge of the 410 

poster, connected to the centre with lines. The participants were asked to write along the connecting 411 

lines with a short explanation of how they felt those sectors were connected. The workshop design 412 

details are available in the Supporting Information (S2). The co-produced system interconnections 413 

described in the workshop were used to improve researcher understanding of the system. 414 

 415 

The sector interconnections described by participants in the workshop were used to help develop the 416 

system model by progressing the draft model created by the academic researchers, or alternatively 417 

incorporating new structures. One new addition was the cultural burning structure, which refers to a 418 

practice that may require explanation for those unfamiliar with Australian Indigenous land 419 

management. Pre-colonisation, the Australian landscape was extensively managed by Indigenous 420 



peoples using cultural burning practices (Gott, 2005; Gammage, 2011; Pascoe, 2014). Cultural 421 

burning encompasses the use of fire management for many purposes, not limited to hazard reduction, 422 

hunting, and ceremonial (Fletcher et al., 2021). However, it is also part of a holistic practice known as 423 

‘caring for Country’ which can be considered analogous to western ideas of planetary health (Horton 424 

and Lo, 2015; Yunkaporta, 2019; Steffensen, 2020). This was represented in our system mapping 425 

session as “healthy Country ↔ healthy people”. We included cultural burning within the model in 426 

response to several factors identified by the participants, including a greater desire for Indigenous 427 

cultural connection and planetary health ideas, and its impact extends through the Biodiversity and 428 

Health and Wellbeing sectors of the system. Over the longer term, cultural burning would have a 429 

significant impact on bushfire risk, however this was challenging to represent as there is currently no 430 

quantitative knowledge of this effect; western science is still in the early stages of understanding 431 

Indigenous fire management (Fletcher et al., 2021). 432 

 433 

3 Results 434 

3.1 Systems understanding 435 

Community engagement activities (section 2.1.2) identified six local SDGs for sustainability: SDG 3 436 

Good health and wellbeing; SDG 6 Clean water and sanitation; SDG 8 Decent work and economic 437 

growth; SDG 11 Sustainable cities and communities; SDG 13 Climate action; and SDG 15 Life on 438 

land. The key driving forces defined in the community plan were: population and demographics; 439 

residential land development; affordability of property and suitability of housing; inequality; local 440 

economy; environment; major infrastructure projects; transport and connectivity; local school; and 441 

climate change. We synthesised the local SDGs and driving forces and this resulted in 12 sectors 442 

which delineated the system conceptual boundary: Demography, Land Use, Housing, Economy, 443 

Tourism, Biodiversity, Climate change, Inequality, Health and wellbeing, Telecommunications, 444 

Infrastructure, and Transport. This was almost a one-to-one mapping of the key driving forces; 445 

except that ‘local school’ was incorporated into the Demographic sector, ‘transport and connectivity’ 446 

were split into separate sectors (‘connectivity’ referring to telecommunications), and Health and 447 



wellbeing was established as a separate sector because of SDG 3. SDG 6 and 11 were represented 448 

across multiple sectors: SDG 6 in Housing, Health and wellbeing and Infrastructure; SDG 11 in 449 

Demographic, Land Use, Economy, Housing, Transport, Tourism, Climate change, Infrastructure, 450 

and Inequality.  451 

 452 

With the wide range of sectors, there is an analogous range of sectoral problems including: an ageing 453 

population; increasing house prices; tension between tourism, housing, and the local economy; lack of 454 

wastewater infrastructure restricting new development; local biodiversity at risk from climate change; 455 

intergenerational inequality; lack of access to healthcare; poor internet; and insufficient regular public 456 

transport. Table 1 summarises the dynamic hypotheses for each sector. The full list of problem 457 

articulations and their dynamic hypotheses are provided in the Supporting Information (S3). We 458 

provide an illustrative example of a problem and hypothesis from the Housing sector here: 459 

 460 

Problem: Colac Otway Shire have designated that Forrest remain a low growth community 461 

and estimated a release of 3.5 permits per year for residential land development. There has 462 

only been one permit issued per year since 2011, so development has been below expected 463 

levels. There is scope for greater development in the future. 464 

Hypothesis: Building permits are not being granted by Council because potential 465 

developments cannot meet septic tank regulations. New wastewater infrastructure is required 466 

before any significant development may occur. 467 

 468 

 469 

 470 

 471 

 472 

 473 

 474 

 475 



Table 1: The dynamic hypotheses for each sector in the local SDGs systems model  476 

SECTOR DYNAMIC HYPOTHESIS 

Demographic Ageing population due to in-migration of couples without children, and out-

migration of young people. Population limited by housing availability and reduced 

job diversity. 

 Closure of the primary school would end visitation from people outside the 

township (transporting children) who may then patronise local businesses. 

Land use Regenerative agriculture limits fertiliser use, which reduces nutrient runoff into 

waterways, improving local water quality and environment. It also boosts 

agricultural profits. 

 Residents want laws restricting building on agricultural land relaxed, which may 

increase land transfer between agriculture and housing. An increase in agricultural 

business may increase land transfer between bush and agriculture. 

Housing Lack of housing development due to wastewater issues is constraining the housing 

and tourism accommodation supply. This increases house prices. 

 New social housing may relieve rent stress caused by high house prices. 

Economy Tension between tourism, housing, and the economy. Residents resent tourism for 

its housing supply and price impacts, but benefit from its positive economic impact. 

New wastewater, enabling housing development, would ease this tension. 

 Climate change will have a diminishing effect on agricultural profit in the long 

term. Land fertility may combat this, especially through regenerative agriculture. 

 Local small businesses are dominated by tourism/ hospitality and farming. Other 

sectors are constrained by a lack of housing and office space, and poor internet. 

Tourism Tourist numbers are affected by the incidence of bushfire either locally or 

elsewhere in Victoria, by flooding, and by the quality of local infrastructure. 

 Lack of wastewater infrastructure impedes the development of housing and tourism 

accommodation, thus constraining tourist numbers. 



 An increase in bus frequency would enable growth in tourist numbers. 

Biodiversity Climate change and land-use change increase bushfire risk and land use change 

reduces biodiversity habitat.  

Indigenous cultural burning may mitigate biodiversity loss but has a significant 

lead-in/preparation time.  

Climate 

change 

The community is vulnerable to increasing bushfire, drought, and flooding. 

Negative effect of climate change on biodiversity may affect the eco-tourism 

economy. More frequent heatwaves will put older people at risk. 

Inequality Factors contributing are intergenerational inequality, income inequality, housing 

stress, employment, social gradient of health, travel inequality, and internet access. 

Health and 

wellbeing 

People experiencing income inequality have poorer health outcomes (social 

gradient of health). 

 Living in regional areas impacts life expectancy. 

 Building new wastewater infrastructure will reduce disease burden. 

 The local environment has a positive effect on wellbeing but there is a trade-off 

from bushfire risk. 

Telecomm-

unications 

 Improved internet access would encourage new businesses which rely on 

connectivity, and better support existing residents and businesses. It is also 

necessary for education and health outcomes. 

Infra-

structure 

Ageing septic systems don’t meet safety standards and new infrastructure is 

required. This affects the local environment and biodiversity, the local economy, 

health of residents, and additional development in the town. 

 Upgrades to the Mountain bike trail network would encourage greater visitation. 

Issues remain around accommodation (i.e. housing supply) and wastewater. 

 A Bushfire Place of Last Resort would have a positive impact on community health 

and wellbeing in the event of a bushfire and potentially prevent loss of life. 

Transport Road deaths on rural roads far exceed those in metropolitan areas. 



 Poor bus services restricts mobility for those on lower incomes and those unable to 

drive, due to age or disability. More tourists may visit if there was better public 

transport access. 

 477 

The understanding of each sector developed from the problems and dynamic hypotheses was mapped 478 

into a series of independent systems maps by the research team. All these systems maps are provided 479 

in the Supporting Information (S4), but one example is provided here for the Housing sector (Figure 480 

3). The arrows indicate flows through the sector however this representation is not a flowchart; the 481 

arrows do not require that there is movement, but only show the direction of influence. In Figure 3, 482 

housing supply is split into tourism housing and residential housing, and a hypothetical social housing 483 

stock. The presence of wastewater infrastructure and the availability of land are the influential factors 484 

on whether new housing can be constructed, thus increasing the housing supply. Population impacts 485 

whether there is enough residential housing; tourist numbers impact whether there is enough tourism 486 

housing; and there is transfer between tourism and residential housing (which, at the current time, is 487 

one-way). The cost of housing, influenced by the housing supply, impacts whether housing stress is 488 

experienced by residents, and the presence of social housing may relieve housing stress. 489 

 490 

 491 



Figure 3: Systems map of the Housing sector, indicating endogenous flows through the sector 492 

and inward exogenous intersectoral influences (but not outward exogenous intersectoral flows). 493 

The boxes in the conceptual model indicate stock variables (in system dynamics terms), the 494 

ovals represent pressures on those stocks. 495 

 496 

3.2 Systems mapping workshop 497 

We had 22 participants at the systems mapping workshop. A representative of the Eastern Maar 498 

attended the workshop to speak for the views of the local Indigenous corporation. This activity 499 

produced a rich dataset of responses which went beyond simply defining the interconnections between 500 

sectors. We have provided the complete set of completed workshop posters in the Supporting 501 

Information (S5), but here we show one example (Figure 4) to demonstrate the results obtained, and 502 

have summarised the responses for another example (Table 2). Examples of novel insights from the 503 

systems map included representing cultural burning in the Climate change sector (see section 2.2.2), 504 

satisfying the community’s desire, and as a proxy, for Indigenous land management and greater 505 

cultural connection; social housing, which does not currently exist in Forrest but can be imagined as 506 

an option for sustainability pathways; and understanding the role that improved public transport could 507 

play in Forrest (which we referred to as travel equity – ensuring that all residents have access to 508 

equitable, reliable, and frequent transport options). The housing sector is an example of a sector which 509 

received extensive reconsideration after the system mapping workshop, as prior to the workshop 510 

housing stress and social housing was not part of the systems map or conceptual model.  511 

 512 



 513 

 514 

Figure 4: One example of a transcribed completed poster from the systems mapping workshop. 515 

The poster shows the community understanding of the interaction of the biodiversity sector 516 

(centre) with the other sectors. 517 

 518 

 519 

 520 

  521 



Table 2: A summary of workshop participant responses to the interconnection between 522 

inequality and the other sectors in Forrest. 523 

 524 

Sectors that interact 

with inequality 

Nature of the interaction 

Telecommunications People experiencing income inequality can’t afford the internet or a phone. 

Key information cannot be shared when access to communications is unequal. 

Climate change  People experiencing inequality will be more affected by climate change and its 

negative impacts.  

Biodiversity Traditional Owners can’t afford to live in Forrest, impacting the community’s 

ability to incorporate Traditional Owner knowledge. 

The dispossession of First Nations peoples and the change to landscape resulted in 

negative impact to Country wellbeing. 

Economy Community/government should enable those on low incomes with mentoring, 

finance, education. 

Health & wellbeing Embedded inequality, stigma, and discrimination results in poor health outcomes. 

People experiencing inequality have poorer health outcomes. 

Understanding Forrest’s intergenerational inequality is important for developing 

solutions for health and wellbeing. 

Transport Many groups need access to good public transport (young, old, low-income, 

disabled, without licence, etc). 

Electric vehicle car share could provide low-cost transport. 

Demographics Diversity of population across income levels should be encouraged. 

Vacant possession of housing brings about inequality. 

Land use Social housing option could assist with controlling tourism, housing conversion and 

housing prices. 

Infrastructure  Costing of wastewater solutions will affect rich and poor households differently. 



New infrastructure will increase job diversity and improve wealth distribution. 

Housing Those of lower income cannot afford to live in Forrest due to high housing costs, 

reducing population income diversity and lowering community cohesion. 

 525 

 526 

3.3 Key system interactions 527 

Figure 5 shows the sectors of the system, broadly describes what each sector comprises, shows 528 

interactions between sectors, and identifies the local SDGs relevant to each. There are many 529 

interconnections between the system sectors, represented in Figure 5 by linking arrows. For example, 530 

there are six ‘outgoing’ connections for the model sector Climate change, and five for the sectors 531 

Housing, Economy, and Population, indicating that these sectors have the broadest impact on other 532 

model sectors. These connections can be either synergies or trade-offs. For example, ‘climate impact 533 

on tourism/agriculture’ and ‘flood damage to roads’ are trade-offs, while ‘cultural burning impact’ is a 534 

synergy. Conversely, Inequality has five ‘incoming’ connections, and Health and Wellbeing, Tourism, 535 

Economy, and Housing have four, signifying that these are the model sectors which are most impacted 536 

by other sectors. Characterising these interconnections helps to gain understanding of any 537 

counterintuitive behaviour (especially cross-sectoral) that may have occurred in the system and to 538 

identify levers for interventions. 539 



 540 

Figure 5: The interactions between the twelve system sectors (visualisation inspired by Figure 541 

2 in Moallemi, Gao, et al. (2022)). 542 

 543 

At a deeper level, we can isolate some of the cross-sectoral interconnections and identify where 544 

feedback interactions occur. In Figure 6, we have selected five key feedback interactions that play an 545 

important role in the Forrest system (these are not the only feedback interactions present in the 546 

system, important or otherwise). These interactions are explained as follows: 547 

 548 

• The telecommunications-economy interaction (a) demonstrates how effective internet 549 

services are needed for a healthy economy, which will then affect the number of local jobs 550 

available, which has an impact on the local population, who in turn put pressure on internet 551 

services.  552 



• The inequality-housing interaction (b) represents how housing stress caused by rising house 553 

prices leads to rising inequality. This inequality means an increasing proportion of the 554 

population will be below the poverty line, which leads to demand for social housing. The 555 

availability of housing has an impact on the population of the town, the disaggregation of 556 

which identifies many of the key determinants of inequality.  557 

• The land use-climate change-economy interaction (c) shows how land-use change is a 558 

factor in climate change, how the impact of climate change on agriculture affects both the 559 

economy and future land use, leading to an effect on the number of agricultural businesses, 560 

again impacting land use. 561 

• The tourism-housing-economy interaction (d) represents the complex interactions of 562 

tourism and housing, where (since tourism and residential housing come from the same 563 

housing stock, which is limited) housing availability affects both the population of Forrest 564 

and the number of tourists which can visit; but the population also impacts the number of 565 

people resident in Forrest who can be part of the labour force – which in turn has an effect on 566 

the number of tourists as staff are required for the service economy. 567 

• The climate change-biodiversity-health and wellbeing interaction (e) does not present a 568 

feedback interaction as the arrows do not loop back to climate change, but instead shows how 569 

climate change is a pressure. It has (generally negative) effects on both biodiversity and 570 

health and wellbeing, but as part of the climate change sector, cultural burning’s impact on 571 

the health of Country affects biodiversity, which in turn affects health and wellbeing. 572 

 573 



 574 

Figure 6: Five cross-sectoral feedback interactions. (a) telecommunications-economy; (b) 575 

inequality-housing; (c) land use-climate change-economy; (d) tourism-economy-housing; (e) 576 

climate change-biodiversity-health and wellbeing. These represent the flows across sectors in 577 

the system similar to Figure 5, but isolated to exhibit the interlinked influences across the 578 

system. 579 

 580 

This final interaction (e) is reflected in the Climate change sector (Figure 5) where most of the 581 

connections are outward. This tendency of one sector to have substantial influence over other sectors 582 

is even more pronounced with the Infrastructure sector, which exclusively has outward connections. 583 

This does not mean that there are no inward influences on these sectors in the system, but rather that 584 

these are less material. We discuss this further in section 4.2. 585 

 586 

4 Discussion 587 

In this research, we used knowledge co-production to develop a systems map to understand 588 

interactions between societal, economic, and environmental priorities in the context of a local 589 

community, for the purpose of sustainability assessment. There were two aspects to this co-590 

production: the initial scoping, information elicitation, and goal-setting phase (Szetey et al., 2021a); 591 



and the systems mapping which will be used to inform the design of a systems model in the future. 592 

We focused on the gaps identified by Moallemi, Bertone, et al. (2021), namely the conceptualisation 593 

of societal factors, stakeholder participation, and greater attention to the interconnections between 594 

sectors. The final systems map contains many interconnections that we learned about exclusively 595 

through the co-production process. We consider this to be a direct result of the collaboration between 596 

researchers and the community of Forrest and the co-design and co-development process we 597 

employed. 598 

 599 

4.1 Mapping social elements 600 

The local SDGs identified in collaboration with the community (section 3.1) included the societal 601 

SDGs Good health and wellbeing (SDG 3) and Sustainable cities and communities (SDG 11). We 602 

included system sectors representing societal elements of demography (i.e., human population 603 

dynamics), housing, health and wellbeing, inequality, telecommunications (a socio-technical sector 604 

representing how humans interact with telecommunications), and transport (a sector which includes 605 

travel equity). We represented these societal elements endogenously within the systems map, as these 606 

are key factors underpinning societal transformation and SDG achievement. As discussed by 607 

Trutnevyte et al. (2019), if societal factors like these are not directly included in multisectoral 608 

modelling, any policy recommendations or conclusions drawn from the model results may be biased 609 

toward technological or easily quantifiable actions. However, the co-production process revealed a 610 

much richer narrative around the social aspects of sustainability. 611 

 612 

The environmental and economic sectors of sustainability are, in general, easier to measure 613 

quantitatively than the social and are thus perhaps more generalisable across case studies, inasmuch as 614 

biophysical and economic indicators are usually considered objective, while social indictors tend to be 615 

more subjective – these various indicators and their use in both SDG monitoring and wellbeing 616 

measurement is an active area of scholarship (e.g., Costanza et al., 2016; Cook and Davíðsdóttir, 617 

2021; Cook et al., 2023). However, we found considerable nuance in the social aspects that we could 618 



only learn via a co-production process, and with researcher openness to elements outside their 619 

disciplinary expertise. Knowledge co-production teased out much more detail around social issues in 620 

areas that may not have initially seemed to have a social focus. For example, when we originally 621 

designed the Transport sector, it was not conceived as a social equity problem (although, in line with 622 

the above observation regarding external disciplines, critical regional geography does understand 623 

transport in this way (Goetz et al., 2009)). However, the lack of regular public transport to Forrest 624 

creates several inequitable outcomes: from unequal access to transport between those with and 625 

without cars (even those with cars may not be able to afford fuel); further, lack of access to cars might 626 

be age or disability related, thus creating an intersectional equity issue, where access to transport is 627 

lacking and there is an additional equity layer. This was elicited through knowledge co-production, 628 

with comments such as “Many groups need access to good public transport (young, old, low-income, 629 

disabled, without licence, etc)”, “Accessible transport to Colac [major town] imperative 630 

(food/health/medical)”, “How do we provide access/transport for older people”, and “Support for 631 

older/poorer/younger people without cars is needed with better public transport” (Table 2; S3). 632 

Indeed, the co-production process drew out far more social interconnections between system sectors 633 

than any other type of interaction, a finding that is supported by Beaudoin et al. (2022). 634 

 635 

More generally, we suggest that researchers should consider more deeply the opportunities that exist 636 

to examine social elements in systems in order to strengthen sustainability outcomes. A framework 637 

such as the SDGs already includes aspects of social sustainability and so its use is an excellent starting 638 

point from which to examine social elements. Through knowledge co-production, a conceptual 639 

understanding of the important social elements of the system can then be elaborated upon. It was our 640 

experience that participants had an intuitive understanding of systems interconnections and thus were 641 

fully capable of mapping out causal drivers for the identified problems in the system, which may not 642 

be the case for all types of human-natural systems mapping and modelling. Further, the use of co-643 

production itself leads to greater capacity for exploring social elements, as the local-scale knowledge 644 

holders innately examined local problems through a social lens.  645 

 646 



4.2 Mapping interconnections 647 

Understanding the interconnections between system sectors provides a gauge for knowing where to 648 

place interventions for the greatest effect. It is clear from Figure 5 Figure 5: The interactions between 649 

the twelve system sectors (visualisation inspired by Figure 2 in Moallemi, Gao, et al. (2022)).that 650 

Climate change is one of the system sectors with the greatest outward interconnection. While climate 651 

change is an area with which the local scale is typically not involved – although this may be due to 652 

factors unrelated to the scale, such as funding (Messori et al., 2020), insufficient policy (Armstrong, 653 

2022), or governance (Dupuits and Cronkleton, 2020) – more can be achieved on climate adaptation 654 

and this is evident within the systems map. For example, cultural burning (Fletcher et al., 2021) 655 

satisfied community desire for greater Indigenous connection as well as improving biodiversity and 656 

the economy by reducing catastrophic bushfire risk (Abram et al., 2021). Conversely, Inequality has 657 

the greatest number of incoming interconnections on the systems map, implying that inequality is a 658 

multifaceted and complex problem. Inequality has many inputs from other sectors, including accepted 659 

contributors to inequality, such as unemployment (from Economy), poverty, and disability, but the co-660 

production process highlighted additional factors such as travel inequality (from Transport), housing 661 

stress (from Housing), and intergenerational inequality (from Demographics).  662 

 663 

We heard from participants that one of the greatest advantages for living in Forrest was the pristine 664 

natural environment (SDG 15, the Biodiversity model sector), which had positive benefits to physical 665 

and mental health (SDG 3, Health and wellbeing), and they wanted to be sure that any economic 666 

progress (SDG 8, Economy and Tourism) did not impact negatively on the environment. Coupled with 667 

these concerns were the effect on the housing market from tourism accommodation (SDG 11, 668 

Housing) and the restriction on new housing development caused by the lack of wastewater 669 

infrastructure (SDG 6, Infrastructure). Hence, interconnections between system sectors are often 670 

indirect and this is made explicit in the feedback loops in Figure 6. This is one of the great strengths 671 

of systems mapping and modelling, uniquely enabling the comprehensive representation of complex 672 

coupled human-natural systems which is critical to avoid unintended consequences of policy 673 



interventions. There are multisectoral interactions missing from current models (Calvin and Bond-674 

Lamberty, 2018; van Vuuren et al., 2012) and our findings suggest that knowledge co-production can 675 

go a long way towards filling these gaps at least at the local scale. 676 

 677 

In the context of the SDGs, these interconnections can also be characterised as synergies and trade-678 

offs. In the example described above, SDG 15 has synergies with SDG 3 but trade-offs with SDG 8. 679 

SDG 11 has trade-offs with SDG 8 but synergies with SDG 6. The co-production process aided in the 680 

identification of these synergies and trade-offs with the detailed explanations provided by participants 681 

of the way in which the system sectors were interconnected. Table 2 provides examples such as 682 

inequality resulting in poor health outcomes (synergy SDG 3-10, where reducing inequality improves 683 

health outcomes), dispossession of Indigenous peoples from their land leading to land management 684 

practices which do not support biodiversity (synergy SDG 10-15, where reducing inequality of 685 

Traditional Owners and engaging them to ‘heal Country’ will improve biodiversity). Trade-offs are 686 

most often seen between SDG 8 and SDG 15, which manifests as the tension between tourism and 687 

environmental impact in this case study. This illustrates one of the struggles of the SDGs and 688 

sustainable development more generally, which is that economic development is often seen to be at 689 

odds with environmental goals, but is required to support many social goals (although this 690 

interpretation is contentious, and many other scholars hold that economic growth is not needed 691 

(Sandberg et al., 2019; D’Alessandro et al., 2020)) 692 

 693 

Bringing a systems understanding through mapping to multisectoral modelling is key to correctly 694 

characterising interconnections, whether the modelling approach is system dynamics or something 695 

else. van Vuuren et al. (2012) recognised this as ‘information exchange’, and Moallemi, Gao, et al. 696 

(2022) refer to it as ‘sectoral dynamics’, but it is the awareness that human-natural systems are 697 

complex and have many underlying drivers that may be outside of the scope of the system being 698 

modelled, if that systems understanding is not sufficiently incorporated into the model design. 699 

Researcher openness to learning via knowledge co-production, iterative development, and cross-700 



sectoral scope is required to enable the systems understanding and suitable representation of 701 

interconnections. 702 

 703 

4.3 Co-production in practice 704 

Through the process of knowledge co-production, we as researchers cast the community as 705 

knowledge domain experts. We did not explicitly examine questions of power, however we did 706 

engage with the different levels of agency in the community when we undertook stakeholder and 707 

interest-influence mapping, identifying that there were five key community members. But our specific 708 

engagement with these key people only occurred in the kitchen table discussion, motivated by the 709 

hope that it would encourage wider participation in other activities. Feedback received from kitchen 710 

table discussion participants indicated that the activity made them feel more “at ease” with the SDG 711 

project in the community. We hope that our work has granted the community greater agency to 712 

advocate for their identified sustainability actions, but it is not yet clear if that has been the outcome 713 

as no evaluation process was conducted. For the systems mapping, we integrated the community’s 714 

knowledge with our modelling expertise, which will be used to co-develop the systems model. We see 715 

this as contributing to the categories of knowledge co-production that Bandola-Gill et al., (2022) 716 

describe through their literature review as knowledge democracy and transdisciplinarity as we were 717 

integrating different knowledge systems and incorporating knowledge from a variety of actors. 718 

Further, using the Chambers et al. (2021) modes of co-production, we clearly engaged with 719 

researching solutions, as one of our goals was to identify community-derived actions to achieve 720 

sustainability, and that also led us to empowering voices from working solely with local actors. If we 721 

consider the modes of co-production as a spectrum, to a lesser extent we engaged with navigating 722 

differences (differences in values between participants) and reframing agency: we endeavoured to 723 

frame community knowledge as dominant, with researchers providing the expertise to shape it into the 724 

final systems map. Some conflicting views were exposed, however open discussion generally 725 

facilitated consensus and enabled resolution. One example of this occurred when an article was 726 

published in the local newspaper describing the systems mapping workshop and its results; the article 727 



did not describe the purpose of the results sufficiently – which was to explore options for achieving a 728 

sustainable future – and spurred one resident to email expressing concern that some of the options 729 

described in the article were being implemented without sufficient community consultation, as they 730 

did not want some of those options. The systems mapping workshop and its results provided an 731 

example of reframing agency, whereby the participants expressed their own understanding of the 732 

sectoral interconnections of the Forrest system, which led to the finding by researchers that many of 733 

the participants viewed these interconnections with a social lens (as opposed to environmental or 734 

economic). Additionally, earlier in the co-production process where the local SDGs were identified, 735 

the definition of each SDG was kept deliberately high-level, with only the goal names used. This 736 

allowed the participants to develop their own locally relevant interpretation of what the SDGs meant, 737 

for example, SDG 8 Decent work and economic growth was interpreted locally as “A sustainable and 738 

diverse economy” (this reframing of the SDGs occurred explicitly as part of the community plan 739 

process, and is described in Szetey et al., (2021b)) 740 

 741 

Critically, understanding the purpose of the co-production work also allowed us to identify and plan 742 

for risks and opportunities as explored in Chambers et al. (2021). Our work provides a foundation for 743 

advocating for policy change and addressing local needs (through articulating defined goals) and 744 

capacity building in terms of systems thinking literacy and deliberate consideration of transformation 745 

in the community. However, although we endeavoured to capture a diverse range of knowledge from 746 

the community, there are likely omissions. For example, while there were strong voices advocating 747 

for those of lower socioeconomic status, we suspect that few lower socioeconomic status residents 748 

actually participated. We also understand that because of this, the dominant framing of sustainable 749 

futures may not be fully inclusive and may risk  an ‘echo-chamber’ effect that reinforced that 750 

dominant voice (Chambers et al., 2021). We sought to avoid this outcome as much as possible; our 751 

community collaborators encouraged participation from all socioeconomic levels of the community to 752 

ensure a broad a range of views, but despite this, the systems mapping workshop only included 8.5% 753 

of the township’s population as participants. However, we intend that the model results based on the 754 

systems mapping will demonstrate a range of options for sustainability outcomes and it is then the 755 



community’s decision (as a collective) to decide whether to proceed further. The model will include a 756 

range of options identified through the co-production process which can demonstrate the benefits and 757 

trade-offs to support decision making. Hard choices will need to be made as it is unlikely every action 758 

will be able to be funded and implemented. 759 

 760 

While co-production is important and enabled many of our central findings, it must also be employed 761 

with care. Mochizuki and Wada (2022) discuss the need for including reflexivity in the ex ante 762 

methods of assessment that incorporate knowledge co-production. Reflection of the process is 763 

essential not only for ethical reasons (West and Schill, 2022), but also for the model-building journey 764 

(Zare et al., 2020). Our reflection identified strengths in the co-production process such as the 765 

empowerment of community voices and inclusion of local community knowledge, but also potential 766 

weaknesses with respect to inclusivity of the process. Co-production approaches can help render 767 

many hidden processes of modelling transparent (for example, with the systems mapping described in 768 

this work), as well as challenge previously known or hidden assumptions on the dynamics of the 769 

system (Sedlacko et al., 2014; Eker et al., 2018). Critical reflection on the strengths and weaknesses of 770 

what a model can offer, as well as engagement processes, and sharing these with the community, 771 

supports relationship and trust building with local knowledge holders. As local knowledge holders are 772 

increasingly sought to contribute to the co-production of models, especially for greater incorporation 773 

of social aspects of sustainability, adequate time must be devoted to reflective practices as part of the 774 

co-production research process. 775 

 776 

We acknowledge that in this paper we have frequently referred to the systems mapping activity 777 

(which is ostensibly the focus of this study) as being ‘part of the sustainability assessment process’ or 778 

‘part of the co-production process,’ meanwhile describing other parts of the process which are not 779 

systems mapping. This also includes future work such as model development, which may at times 780 

have been mentioned in this manuscript as if it had already been completed. This is principally due to 781 

the nature of both co-production processes and sustainability research, which is often messy, iterative, 782 

and overlapping (Zare et al., 2020). Figure 2 appears to lay out a neat timeline of events, and the 783 



section “Understanding the Case Study” was chiefly quite ordered. However the section 784 

“Understanding the System” was less so, and the bleed-through of different activities may be apparent 785 

from some of the descriptions provided here. Rather than minimise this apparent confusion, we think 786 

it is worth highlighting that co-production processes may proceed haphazardly and that this should be 787 

normalised, as it provides a learning environment for all involved (Chambers et al., 2022). 788 

 789 

Understanding the nuances of co-production and its many aspects can be challenging, but the benefit 790 

exists in the more balanced and representative knowledge that it provides. As a researcher, it is 791 

worthwhile to explore recent scholarship on knowledge co-production such as the comprehensive 792 

review by Wyborn et al. (2019); Norström’s et al. (2020) examination of co-production in 793 

sustainability; Chamber’s et al. (2021) definition of modes of co-production; and the primer of “What 794 

is co-production…” (Bandola-Gill et al., 2022). Many of these papers deliver existing frameworks 795 

and processes, and so provide detailed methods to improve the practice of knowledge co-production. 796 

By understanding many of the fundamentals of co-production discussed by these authors, researchers 797 

can bring those principles to bear in designing and examining their work through reflection and 798 

informed consideration. 799 

 800 

4.4 Future work 801 

This paper describes the participatory systems mapping process, as part of a larger local-scale 802 

sustainability assessment co-production project with the community in Forrest. Future work will 803 

demonstrate a system dynamics model that will be based upon the systems mapping, the model’s 804 

application, and analyse scenarios to find locally-specific pathways to sustainability. In previous work 805 

we co-developed scenarios with the community of Forrest (Szetey et al., 2021a), and the next step 806 

once the model is completed will be to simulate those scenarios to understand possible futures. The 807 

co-developed systems map identified several clear intervention points to be built into the model, such 808 

as the building of infrastructure (particularly wastewater), increasing bus services, enabling social 809 

housing, introducing cultural burning, and allowing new telecommunications towers to be built. There 810 



are additional levers which can be modelled, including but not limited to changing minimum housing 811 

lot size, modifying inflationary rates, varying the fraction of land which is farmed regeneratively, and 812 

allowing for buses to transport tourists.  813 

5 Conclusion 814 

This work explored a co-produced participatory systems mapping process as part of a larger project 815 

undertaking ex ante sustainability assessment for the SDGs at the local scale. As part of the co-816 

production process, we asked the community to focus on the interconnections between sectors in the 817 

systems, and this resulted in a better understanding of where potential interventions may exist to 818 

enable transformation to a more sustainable community. These sectoral interconnections are often 819 

missing from other types of multisectoral models, thus it seems that understanding them may be a key 820 

research focus for sustainability assessment using models. We reiterate here that the co-production 821 

process facilitated this understanding and we believe that engaging with stakeholders, at all scales, is 822 

invaluable. The second key insight that we observed was the way in which the co-production process 823 

highlighted social issues over economic or environmental ones. This makes sense in hindsight, as 824 

people will typically focus on the human element in human-natural systems. This is a timely insight 825 

for human-natural systems modelling, as environmental systems representations have been well 826 

explored in literature and practice, while social-based ones have lagged behind. Given the emerging 827 

attention on modelling social factors from both the sustainability and modelling communities, we 828 

found using a knowledge co-design/co-development approach to inform model development assisted 829 

in achieving this goal. Social issues tend to be localised, which is one reason why local-scale 830 

sustainability assessment is important, as many of the social issues elicited through the engagement 831 

process were unknown to the researchers and were not predictable through top-down processes. The 832 

contribution of this work lies in the employment of ex ante sustainability assessment methods to a 833 

local-scale application using a co-production process, and the key innovations are the resulting detail 834 

in societal factors and the understanding of complex interconnections between sectors. These findings 835 

are applicable not only in the limited local context in which we performed our work, but more broadly 836 

for those who conduct sustainability assessments which, by definition, include a social dimension. 837 
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